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Polarization selectivity in fifth-order electronically nonresonant
Raman scattering from CS 2

Laura J. Kaufman, David A. Blank,a) and Graham R. Fleming
Department of Chemistry, University of California, and Physical Biosciences Division,
Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 22 August 2000; accepted 8 November 2000!

This paper presents several experimentally collected tensor elements of the direct fifth-order Raman
signal of room temperature CS2. All results were collected so as to reduce contamination from
third-order cascade signals, and it is shown that while these cascade signals are of varying
importance in different tensor elements, phase matching considerations are sufficient to make the
direct fifth-order signal the dominant signal in every tensor element collected. We show, as
predicted, that the different tensor elements appear to weight particular Liouville pathways of the
direct fifth-order signal, and thus particular dynamics of the studied system, differently. The magic
angle signals are shown to contain information about the intermolecular vibrational echo and to put
a limit on the time scale of rephasing of the room temperature liquid. TheRyzzzzytensor element, in
conjunction with theRyyzzzztensor element, is shown to be useful in studying the pure dephasing
and population dynamics of the liquid. From these data it appears that population dynamics occur
on a much longer time scale than pure dephasing dynamics, even though this is not obvious for the
intermolecular motions of a room temperature liquid that are studied here. Further, intensities and
behaviors of different tensor elements of the experimental data are compared with the only detailed
theory currently available that explicitly includes polarization dependence. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1337042#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much experimental and theoretical attention has b
given to the development of time-domain nonresonant fi
order Raman spectroscopy since Tanimura and Muka
proposed it as a means to separate homogeneous and
mogeneous contributions to vibrational line shapes.1 It was
later pointed out that the technique could not only sepa
homogeneous and inhomogeneous contributions to
shapes, but also was potentially a sensitive probe of c
plings between nuclear motions: this stimulated further
forts to develop the experimental technique and the theo
ical basis of this powerful, new spectroscopy.2–29

The potential of this technique to both deconvolute co
tributions to line shapes and probe couplings between mo
rests in the fact that the fifth-order nonresonant Raman
periment gives no signal unless a nonlinearity in the pola
ability and/or the mechanical potential is probed. The exp
ment begins with an electronically nonresonant Ram
excitation of a system by two ultrafast laser pulses, leav
the system in a superposition state of two vibrational lev
a vibrational coherence. After a time delay, a second pai
ultrafast pulses can transfer the system to a second sup
sition state or to a population state. After a second time
lay, a final pulse stimulates a Raman scattering event
particular phase matched direction. The fact that the
states induced by the first two sets of pulses may be su
position states that have nearly equal and opposite ti

a!Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Minnesota, M
neapolis, MN 55455-0431.
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evolution ~as determined by the frequency differences b
tween the vibrational levels involved in the two state!
allows for rephasing.1 Rephasing effects removal of inhomo
geneous contributions to the line shapes for certain value
the two time-delays involved. Generation of these echo-t
responses, as well as all generated fifth-order Raman sig
requires either that one of the transitions initiated by the s
of pulses is a two or zero quantum transition or that a o
quantum transition induced by a pulse pair effectively b
comes a zero or two quantum transition during the sec
variable time period.19,30Such transitions can occur only if
nonlinearity in the polarizability and/or a vibrational anha
monicity is present:1,2,19,23,30thus the fifth-order signal ha
the potential to be an exquisitely sensitive probe of both
nature and magnitude of coupling between nuclear moti
of a system. While such information content allows this e
periment to be viewed as an optical analogue to 2D-NM
with vastly increased time-resolution, the dependence of
signal on these nonlinearities ensures that the signal ma
tude will be significantly reduced compared to signals w
no such dependence.29

It has been shown that previous attempts to measure
fifth-order signal had, in fact, measured third-order casc
signals, which contain no more information than ordina
third-order electronically nonresonant measurements.25 Such
signals do not depend on the nonlinearities discussed ab
and unless carefully avoided will dominate the desired dir
fifth-order response. It has recently been shown that by c
ful consideration of the phase matching requirements for
cascade and the direct fifth-order signals, serious contam
-

2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tion of the direct fifth-order signal by cascades can
avoided.29 Other efforts are currently underway to use inh
ently phase-sensitive heterodyne detection to separate co
butions from the cascade and direct fifth-order signals ba
on the difference between the phases of the signals.24,27,28In
this manuscript we report on direct fifth-order signals c
lected with homodyne detection with an incoming beam
ometry carefully chosen to greatly reduce contamination
to third-order cascade signals. Several tensor elements o
signal have been collected, and we report observations
polarization selectivity that show qualitative agreement w
theoretical studies to date. These observations relate to
relative magnitudes of the tensor elements of the direct fi
order signals and to the apparent selective weighting dif
ent tensor elements give to different Liouville pathways su
as the rephasing pathway mentioned above.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup

As discussed in detail elsewhere, a standard titan
sapphire oscillator was used to generate 1 nJ, 28 fs@Gauss-
ian, full width at half maximum~FWHM!# pulses centered a
800 nm.31 The pulses were regeneratively amplified result
in 25 mJ/pulse, 48 fs, 800 nm pulses at a repetition rate of
kHz.32 Pulse duration was determined by off-axis autocor
lations in a 150mm BBO crystal. The regenerative amplifie
was pumped by aQ-switched, diode-pumped Nd:YLF
~LightWave Electronics! with shot-to-shot root-mean
squared intensity fluctuations of,0.5% at 532 nm resulting
in very small power fluctuations at the sample. Followi
attenuation to approximately 10mJ/pulse, the pulse was spl
into five pulses of nearly equal intensity,;2 mJ per pulse per
beam. Mechanical translation stages with stepping resolu
of 0.1 mm ~Newport! were used to sweep the two adjustab
time variables,t2 and t4 , in such a way as to collect sur
faces as a function of the two time delays between the p
of laser pulses directly.25 The polarization of each beam wa
individually adjusted by al/2 waveplate. The five beam
were focused into a 1.0 mm sample cell containing CS2 at
room temperature with a 28.9 cm focal length singlet le
The fifth-order signal emerged in a phase matched direc
described in detail below. Irises were used to spatially se
the signal, which was filtered through an 800620 nm filter
and detected using an IR extended photo-multiplier tu
~Hamamatusa, R636-10!. To assist in spatial location of th
signal, a sixth beam aligned along the signal direction w
used to arrange the detection setup and was blocked be
data collection began. One of the five incoming beams w
mechanically chopped at half the laser repetition rate,
the signal was collected by a lock-in amplifier synchroniz
to the mechanical chopping frequency.

B. Phase matching

We have previously shown that early measurements
fifth-order electronically nonresonant Raman responses f
the intermolecular motions of CS2 were dominated by third-
order cascade signals, which emerge in an experimen
inseparable phase matched direction from the direct fi
e
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order signal.25 It was shown that the two-step nature of th
cascade signals could be exploited to greatly diminish
magnitude of the cascade responses in the measured
order signal.25,29 This was accomplished by poorly phas
matching the first step of each of the four cascade proce
while leaving the overall fifth-order process well pha
matched. The phase matching geometry with which we
complished this is depicted in Fig. 1~a!. In this paper, we will
give a more quantitative picture of the phase matching c
siderations in an effort to assess the ratio of cascade to d
fifth-order responses in our geometry chosen expressly
suppress cascade contributions.

The signal is measured along the phase matched d
tion ks55(k12k2)2(k32k4)1k5 . Both the cascade and d
rect fifth-order signals emerge in this direction. The tw
types of cascade responses are the symmetric casc
which are symmetric in the two adjustable time variables~t2

andt4!, and the parallel cascades, which are symmetric int4

andt21t4 .24–26,33Figures 1~b! and 1~c! schematically show
the excitation and emission events for the direct fifth-ord
process and for the cascade processes. The symmetric
cades have two possible intermediate steps,ks1 and ks2 ,
which emerge with the wave vectorsks15k12k22k3 and
ks25k12k21k4 . The parallel cascades have two possib
intermediate steps,kp1 andkp2 , which emerge with the wave
vectorskp15k12k21k5 andkp252k31k41k5 . Each cas-
cade uses an emitted field produced by a third-order sca
ing event to either pump~symmetric cascades! or probe~par-
allel cascades! another third-order scattering event on
separate chromophore. The time dependent responses fo
two types of cascades in terms of the third-order respo
functions are shown in Eqs. 1~a! and 1~b!:

Rnmlk j i,sequential
~3!2

5Rseq
~5!~t2 ,t4!

5Rsk j i
~3! ~t2!Rnmls

~3! ~t4!

1Rs l j i
~3! ~t2!Rnmks

~3! ~t4!, ~1a!

Rnmlk j i,parallel
~3!2

5Rpar
~5!~t2 ,t4!

5Rsm ji
~3! ~t21t4!Rns lk

~3! ~t4!

1Rsmlk
~3! ~t4!Rns j i

~3! ~t21t4!. ~1b!

The subscripts,i -n, refer to the relative polarizations of th
incoming laser fields and of the signal field. By conventi
the time-ordering of the subscripts reads from right to l
with the right-most label referring to the first pulse and t
left-most label describing the signal field polarization.

Typically, a phase matching factor is expressed a
number from 0 to 1~with 1 being perfect phase matching!
described by the expression sinc(Dkl/2) with 1 the length of
the sample cell andDk the phase mismatch.34 This expres-
sion depends on the assumption that there is no variatio
the product of the amplitudes of the incoming beams a
function of distance along the sample,z.29 While our incom-
ing beams approach the sample at small angles from
normal of the sample face, there is still a significantz depen-
dence of the amplitude product of the incoming bea
within our 1 mm sample path length. In a recent paper
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accounted for this by analytically solving an integral th
accounts for thez-dependence of the spatial overlap betwe
the incoming beams.29 The value of this integral was terme
the phase matching factor, and it was calculated for the di
fifth-order process and for the first step in each of the f
cascades. Minimization procedures allowed determinatio
the beam geometry used both in Ref. 29 and in the exp

FIG. 1. ~a! The phase matching geometry used in this experiment: the n
bered circles are the incoming fields, and the circle labeled ‘‘S’’ is the signal
field in the x-y plane orthogonal to the axis of propagation,z. ~b! Ladder
diagram and Feynman diagram showing one of the Liouville pathway
the fifth-order Raman experiment. In the ladder diagram solid lines repre
a ket side interaction and dashed lines indicate a bra side interaction. I
Feynman diagram time runs up and the numbers indicate the vibrat
state of the excited oscillator. In both diagrams the wavy line represent
emitted field.~c! Ladder diagrams for~i! one of the two sequential cascad
and ~ii ! both of the parallel cascades.
t
n

ct
r
of
ri-

ments discussed here@Fig. 1~a!#. Such calculations, however
do not account for the second step in the cascade and
the overall degree of phase matching for the cascade
cesses. To correctly account for the complete cascade
cesses, the signal field generated from the first step of
cascade, which develops at some angle to the normal of
sample face and with somez-dependent amplitude build-u
through the sample, must be considered. Here we accoun
this generated field that participates in the second step o
cascade. This will allow for a more quantitative accounti
of the cascade and cascade/direct fifth-order cross-term
the signals collected in the geometry used here and in R
29 to be made. As in the previous calculations, it is assum
that the incoming laser pulses have Gaussian transverse
plitude profiles. In this calculation this form is also assum
for the generated signal beam that emerges from the first
of the cascade processes.

We start from the Maxwell equation for the amplitude
the signal field using then-order induced polarization as th
source term,

¹3¹3$es
~n!~r ,t !exp~ iks8•r !%2

ns
2vs

2

c2 es
~n!~r ,t !exp~ iks8•r !

5
4pvs

2

c2 P̄s
~n!~ t !exp~ iks•r !. ~2!

Here,ks is the combination of incoming wave vectors andks8
is the wave vector of the generated field. A solution is fou
of the form

es
~n!~ t !5

vs
2

uks8uc
2 E dz Ps

~n!~ t,z!exp~ iDk•z! ~3!

using the assumption that the signal field is emitted along
z direction. In this equationDk5ks2ks8 . The difference of a
factor of 2p i in Eq. ~3! as compared to Eq.~3! in Ref. 29 is
accounted for within the integral in the expression presen
here. It was previously taken out of the integral through an
ogy with the expression for the electric field given wh
phase matching is considered within the sinc(Dkl/2) ap-
proximation. However, in the formulation to be used he
the 2p i factor is not brought outside the integral in
straightforward manner and is therefore left inside the in
gral in all expressions that follow. Then-order induced po-
larization can be expressed in terms of then-order response
function,R(n),

P~n!~ t1 ,...,t ~n/221! ,z!5NO~n!~z!R~n!~ t1 ,...,t ~n/221!!, ~4!

whereO(n)(z) is thez-dependent amplitude product of then
incoming fields,e1(z)e2(z)...en(z), and N is the number
density of chromophores.

For the generated direct fifth-order field, expressi
O(5)(z) as the normalized spatiallyz-dependent overlap o
the five incoming beams,o(5,4,3,2,1)(z), multiplied by the
magnitude of the product of the five incoming beams wh
perfectly overlapped,O(5), the signal field amplitude is
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es
~5!~t2 ,t4!5

vs
2

uks8uc
2 NO~5!R~5!~t2 ,t4!

3E
0

l

dzo~5,4,3,2,1!~z!exp~ iDk•z!. ~5!

The integral overz can be used to compare relative degre
of phase matching between different geometries of incom
beams, and we define this as the phase matching factor,F (5).
Similarly, the first step in a cascade process generates a
nal field given by

es
~3!~t2!5

vs
2

uks8uc
2 NO~3!R~3!~t2!E

0

l

dzo~3,2,1!~z!exp~ iDk•z!.

~6!

To correctly account for the phase matching of the sec
step in the cascade, the buildup of the generated signales

(3)

through the sample must be accounted for. Then, the ov
generated cascade field can be expressed as follows:

es~t2 ,t4!5
vs

2

uks8uc
2

vsi
2

uksi8 uc2 N2O~2!O~3!R~3!~t2!R~3!~t4!

3E
0

l

dzo~5,4!~z!exp~ iDk•z!

3E
0

z

dz8o~3,2,1!~z8!exp~ iDk8•z8!. ~7!

Here, thevsi andksi8 factors refer to the frequency and wav
vector of the intermediate signal emitted in the cascade. T
equation is inexact in that to truly account for the amplitu
build-up of the intermediate field through the sample alonz,
we must look for a solution of a different form for the Max
well equation, and this solution for the generated field sho
be used for the intermediate cascade field.

While the double integral in Eq.~7! gives a phase match
ing factor for the overall cascade process, this number is
directly comparable to the phase matching number for
direct fifth-order process. The two integrals differ by a fac
of length, which is recovered in the extravs

2/(uks8uc
2) factor

present in the cascade expression. Even with this inclus
which makes the units of the phase matching numbers
same for the cascade and direct fifth-order signals, the
numbers are difficult to compare since they do not inclu
the different orders ofN, R(3), andR(5) factors present in the
two signals. Despite this difficulty comparing phase mat
ing numbers for different terms, comparing phase match
numbers for the four cascade processes to each other
given geometry of incoming beams is straightforward, as
comparing phase matching ratios between each of the
cade and direct fifth-order signals between geometries.

III. RESULTS

Several tensor elements were collected in the geom
used in Ref. 29 and are presented here. TheRzzzzzzsignal is
shown, as are several other tensors:Ryyzzzz, Rzyzyzz,
Ryzzzzy, Rzzzzmm, Rzzmmzz, andRmmzzzz~Figs. 2 and 3!. As
discussed previously, the measured signal intensity is fi
order in the total incoming intensity of the five beams.29 The
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measured signals vary greatly in intensity, and a plot
slices att45180 fs displaying these intensity differences
shown later. These signals are all homodyne detected
therefore measure the intensity of the direct fifth-order
sponse. The measuredRzzzzzzsignal @Fig. 2~a!# was previ-
ously discussed in Ref. 29. It peaks att2;60 fs andt4

;110 fs. It is rather symmetric aboutt2 andt4 . There is a
small asymmetric component that extends alongt2

;120 fs. The signal on thet450 fs axis is stronger than tha
on thet250 fs axis, although both extend beyond one pic
second. TheRzyzyzzsignal@Fig. 2~b!# also peaks in the two-
dimensional area~t2.0 fs, t4.0 fs!, at t2;80 fs, t4

;100 fs. This signal is also quite symmetric, with a ve
small extension along thet2 dimension, similar to that see
in the Rzzzzzzsignal. On the axes, this signal is much mo
intense alongt450 fs than alongt250 fs. Similarly, the
Ryyzzzzsignal @Fig. 2~c!# has a longer, more intense sign
along t450 fs than alongt250 fs. The signal around the
t250 fs axis is intense and not pulse-width limited. The s
nal does not peak away from thet250 fs axis, and it falls off
very quickly and symmetrically about thet2 andt4 axes as
compared to theRzzzzzzsignal. TheRyzzzzysignal@Fig. 2~d!#
shows significantly different features than any of the ten
elements discussed previously. The signal in the tw
dimensional area has a strikingly elongated feature along
t4 dimension with the peak of the signal att2;160 fs, t4

;260 fs. The signal extends to several picoseconds along
t4 dimension, as does the signal on thet250 fs axis, which
is much less intense than the signal on thet450 fs axis.

FIG. 2. Contour plots of two-dimensional fifth-order signals of room te
perature CS2 collected using the phase matching geometry in Fig. 1~a! ~and
of Ref. 29!. Different tensor elements are shown:~a! Rzzzzzz, ~b! Rzyzyzz, ~c!
Ryyzzzz, and~d! Ryzzzzy.
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The other three tensor elements presented are m
angle signals. In each of these, one pulse pair was set a
angle of 54.7° relative to the other pulse pairs. This is
angle regularly used in third-order spectroscopy to se
tively probe isotropic dynamics.20,35–37Such absolute selec
tion for isotropic dynamics is not possible in fifth-order R
man spectroscopy,38 but the magic-angle signals may st
contain interesting and different information from that e
dent in the other tensor elements collected. TheRzzzzmmsig-
nal @Fig. 3~c!# peaks on thet250 fs axis and decays within
500 fs alongt2 and even more quickly alongt4 . The signals

FIG. 3. Contour plots of the magic angle tensor elements of the t
dimensional fifth-order signal of room temperature CS2 : ~a! Rmmzzzz, ~b!
Rzzmmzz, and~c! Rzzzzmm.
ic
an
e
c-

on the axes are of approximately equal intensity and de
on similar time scales. TheRmmzzzzsignal@Fig. 3~a!# appears
similar to theRzzzzmmsignal with the exception of a stronge
t450 fs signal and a concomitant extension of the signal
to approximately one picosecond alongt2 . TheRzzmmzzsig-
nal @Fig. 3~b!#, on the other hand, peaks att2;180 fs, t4

;140 fs. It extends along both time dimensions, with
somewhat greater extension alongt4 . This signal falls off
remarkably slowly compared to that of theRmmzzzz and
Rzzzzmmsurfaces, and it begins to show some echolike
havior along thet25t4 ridge as will be discussed below. I
this tensor element, like many of the others discussed,
signal along thet450 fs axis is more intense and deca
faster than the signal on thet250 fs axis.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Fifth-order response

The fifth-order response has been discussed in de
previously.1,3,10,12,18,19,23,30,39The response consists of thre
hyperpolarizability responses, Eqs. 8~a!–8~c!, and a three-
point polarizability correlation function, Eq. 8~b!. While
each term is part of the direct fifth-order signal, term 8~d!
will be the contribution discussed most frequently. It is t
only term that can contribute to the measured signal aw
from both axes.

Rnmlk j i
~5! ~t2 ,t4!}^jnmlk j i&d~t2!d~t21t4! ~8a!

1
i

4\
^@anm~t4!,g lk j i ~0!#&d~t2! ~8b!

1
i

2\
^@gnmlk~t2!,a j i ~0!#&d~t4! ~8c!

2
1

4\2 ^@@anm~t21t4!,a lk~t2!#,a j i ~0!#&.

~8d!

Here,anm(t) is the polarizability response induced at timet
by thenm-polarized pulse pair. Taylor expanding the pola
izability operator in terms of coordinatesqa gives

a~ t !5a01(
a

aa
~1!qa~ t !1

1

2 (
a,b

aab
~2!qa~ t !qb~ t !1..., ~9!

where aa
(n) is the n-th derivative of the polarizability with

respect to the coordinate of thea-th oscillator. Here the ten-
soral nature of these operators is suppressed for clarity.
suming harmonic potentials and truncation of the Taylor
pansion at first order inq ~Placzek approximation!, the three-
point polarizability correlation function that appears in E
8~d! will be exactly zero. This three-point polarizability co
relation function is responsible for all fifth-order signal aw
from the time axes. Thus the generation of fifth-order sig
away from the time axes requires the presence of anhar
nicity in the potential and/or nonlinearity in th
polarizability.1,4,12,39 Then, the portion of the direct fifth-
order signal that arises from term 8~d! can be expressed as

R~5!~t2 ,t4!5R~5!,AN~t2 ,t4!1R~5!,NP~t2 ,t4!, ~10!

with AN referring to the signal arising from anharmonicity
the potential and NP referring to that arising from nonline
ity in the polarizability. Either of the two nonlinearities a

-
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lows for a two or zero quantum transition, a transiti
present in all Liouville pathways that allow for fifth-orde
signal generation. For the signal generated through nonlin
polarizability, this two or zero quantum transition must occ
coincident with the interaction of a pulse pair and t
sample. For the signal generated through anharmonicity,
two or zero quantum transition is effected later: a one qu
tum interaction occurs coincident with the first and seco
pulse pairs and an anharmonic interaction between mo
makes this effectively a two or zero quantum transition d
ing the second variable time period. In signal arising fro
anharmonicity, the three-point polarizability correlatio
function can be expressed as products of two-point corr
tion functions regularly used to express third-order respo
functions.1,3,39 The signal is then expressed as

R~5!,AN~t2,t4!} (
a,b,c

gabc
~3! aa

~1!ab
~1!ac

~1!

3E
0

`

dt^@qa~t4!,qa~t!#&^@qb~t!,qb~0!#&

3^@qc~t2!,qc~t!#& ~11!

with gabc
(3) the magnitude of the cubic anharmonicity al

typically expressed asV(3)(q), the third derivative of the
potential with respect to the coordinate. As in Eq.~9!, beam
polarizations have been suppressed in this expression.
expression is obtained through the use of Wick’s theor
and a perturbative treatment of the anharmonicity. It h
been shown recently that if the factorization using Wick
theorem is not applied, a different expression for the anh
monic term, which reflects the non-Markovian fluctuatio
of the system-bath interaction and level dependent vib
tional dephasing, results.40

Similarly the nonlinear polarizability contribution to th
signal can be expressed as

R~5!,NP~t2 ,t4!}(
a,b

@aab
~2!aa

~1!ab
~1!^@qa~t4!,qa~0!#&

3^@qb~t21t4!,qb~0!#&1aa
~1!aab

~2!ab
~1!

3^@qa~t4!,qa~t!#&^@qb~t2!,qb~0!#&#, ~12!

whereaab
(2) is the second derivative of the polarizability wit

respect to the coordinate for modesa and b, and, for cases
whereaÞb, expresses the coupling between modesa andb
induced by the interaction with light.1,3,39 Again, it has re-
cently been shown that a third term should be present in
expression even in the case of Markovian system-bath in
actions. This term arises from level-dependent vibratio
dephasing and describes a Liouville pathway in which
a (2) interaction occurs with the first set of pulses.17,40 In the
approximatedR(5),NP(t2 ,t4) of Eq. ~10!, thea (2) interaction
necessarily occurs in the second or third step of the exp
ment. Within the approximated response functions prese
in Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, the termsgabc

(3) and aab
(2) hold the po-

tential information on the magnitude of coupling betwe
nuclear motions that this experiment can probe.

However, it is also the presence of these terms that
vents the modeling of the fifth-order response of interm
ar
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lecular modes of a system with the third-order response.
reasons the third-order response is an inappropriate basi
the fifth-order response of intermolecular modes have b
discussed in detail elsewhere.20,22,29So, to gain insight into
the meaning of the measured fifth-order response and
namics of the system, comparisons to instantaneous no
mode~INM ! analysis, quenched normal mode~QNM! analy-
sis, and molecular dynamics~MD! simulations will play a
key role.

B. Measured signals

As discussed in Ref. 29, despite good agreement w
the QNM analysis presented in Ref. 18, it was noted that
Rzzzzzzdata and the simulations differed in that the data d
played a small extension alongt2 , a feature not seen in th
simulations. Because QNM simulations cannot capture
fusive dynamics, it is possible that the difference betwe
data and simulation is due to the presence of these dyna
~or a cross-term between these and other dynamics! in the
measured direct fifth-order signal. However, in part beca
simulations show that lower frequency motions may show
less strongly in the direct fifth-order signal than in the thir
order signal,21,22 this extension of the signal was previous
suggested to be due to, not diffusive dynamics, but a resid
cascade signal or a cross-term between a cascade signa
the direct fifth-order signal.29 Here, our more complete ac
counting of the phase matching factors allows us to disc
this in greater detail.

Given that discrimination based on phase matching c
siderations alone can never provide complete contrast
tween direct and cascade fifth-order signals, there is the
tential for cascade and cascade/direct fifth-order cross-te
to remain in our measured signal. While under perfect ph
matching conditions, the direct fifth-order signal field wou
be 90° phase-shifted from cascade fields, deviation from p
fect phase matching produces phase rotation in the sig
and allows for the existence of cascade/direct fifth-or
cross-terms.24,29 Thus we consider both the cascade and
cascade/direct fifth-order cross-terms in detail to account
their potential presence in our measured signal. Using ho
dyne detection, we measure the intensity of the signal,

S~t2 ,t4!5E
2`

`

dtue~5!~t2 ,t4!1e~cas!~t2 ,t4!u2, ~13!

with

e~5!~t2 ,t4!5
vs

2

uks8uc
2 NO~5!R~5!~t2 ,t4!F ~5!,

where F (5) is the single integral in Eq.~5! of the phase
matching section. Let us consider the cascade contributi
e (cas) is the sum of the four cascade signal fields, an exam
of which was given in Eq.~7!. These four cascade signa
will contribute both individually and via cross-terms to th
total measured intensity. The double integral compris
beam overlap discussed in the phase matching section
present in Eq.~7! is defined asF (cas), and this number is
defined for the four possible cascade pathways, givingFs1 ,



cascade
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Fs2 , Fp1 , Fp2 . Combining these elements gives the expression for the measured signal that includes both direct and
contributions:

S~t2 ,t4!5E
2`

`

dtue~5!~t2 ,t4!1e~cas!~t2 ,t4!u2

5E
2`

`

dt@O~5!2
@A5

2N2R~5!~t2 ,t4!2uF5u21As1
2 As1i

2 N4Ra
2~t2!Rb

2~t4!uFs1u21As2i
2 N4Rc

2~t2!Ra
2~t4!uFs2u2

1Ap1
2 Ap1i

2 N4Re
2~t21t4!Rf

2~t4!uFp1u21Ap2i
2 N4Rg

2~t21t4!Rh
2~t4!uFp2u21A5As1As1iN

3

3R~5!~t2 ,t4!Ra~t2!Rb~t4!@2 Re~Fs1* F5!#1A5As2As2iN
3R~5!~t2 ,t4!Rc~t2!Rd~t4!@2 Re~Fs2* F5!#

1A5Ap1Ap1iN
3R~5!~t2 ,t4!Re~t21t4!Rf~t4!@2 Re~Fp1* F5!#1A5Ap2Ap2iN

3R~5!~t2 ,t4!Rg~t21t4!Rh~t4!

3@2 Re~Fp2* F5!#1As1As2As1iAs2iN
4Ra~t2!Rb~t4!Rc~t2!Rd~t4!@2 Re~Fs1* Fs2!#

1As1Ap1As1iAp1iN
4Ra~t2!Rb~t4!Re~t21t4!Rf~t4!@2 Re~Fs1* Fp1!#1As1Ap2As1iAp2iN

4Ra~t2!Rb~t4!

3Rg~t21t4!Rh~t4!@2 Re~Fs1* Fp2!#1As2Ap1As2iAp1iN
4Rc~t2!Rd~t4!Re~t21t4!Rf~t4!@2 Re~Fs2* Fp1!#

1As2Ap2As2iAp2iN
4Rc~t2!Rd~t4!Rg~t21t4!Rh~t4!@2 Re~Fs2* Fp2!#

1Ap1Ap2Ap1iAp2iN
4Re~t21t4!Rf~t4!Rg~t21t4!Rh~t4!@2 Re~Fp1* Fp2!###. ~14!
e

e
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Here,

Ra~t2!5Rx321
~3! ~t2!, Rb~t4!5Rs54x

~3! ~t4!,

Rc~t2!5Rx421
~3! ~t2!, Rd~t4!5Rs53x

~3! ~t4!,

Re~t21t4!5Rsx21
~3! ~t21t4!, Rf~t4!5Rx543

~3! ~t4!,

Rg~t21t4!5Rx521
~3! ~t21t4!, Rh~t4!5Rsx43

~3! ~t4!,

wherex is the signal field emitted from the first step of th
cascade ands is the final signal field. TheO factors are those
defined in the phase matching section of this paper, as ar
F factors. To reiterate, theF factors are

F55E
0

l

dzo~5,4,3,2,1!~z!exp~ iDk•z!,

Fs15E
0

l

dzo~5,4!~z!exp~ iDk•z!

3E
0

z

dz8o~3,2,1!~z8!exp~ iDk8•z8!,

Fs25E
0

l

dzo~5,3!~z!exp~ iDk•z!

3E
0

z

dz8o~4,2,1!~z8!exp~ iDk8•z8!,

Fp15E
0

l

dzo~4,3!~z!exp~ iDk•z!

3E
0

z

dz8o~5,2,1!~z8!exp~ iDk8•z8!,

Fp25E
0

l

dzo~2,1!~z!exp~ iDk•z!

3E
0

z

dz8o~5,4,3!~z8!exp~ iDk8•z8!.

The factors ofA are thevs
2/(uks8uc

2) factors, and there are
nine of these. For the overall direct fifth-order process,
the

5

5vs,5
2 /(uks,58 uc2) whereas for the first step in the first symme

ric cascade, for example,As1i5vs,s1i
2 /(uks,s1i8 uc2) and for the

second step in that cascade,As15vs,s1
2 /(uks,s18 uc2).

The phase matching numbers~F factors! have been cal-
culated for the geometry that was employed in this paper
in Ref. 29. Again, these numbers are defined above, and
squares of these numbers have units ofe10l 2, e10l 3, or e10l 4

with e an electric field andl a length. Of the 15 terms above
10 are purely cascade contributions, and these have uni
e10l 4 for the square of the phase matching factor. The nu
bers for these contributions are thus directly comparable
each other. Table I presents theF factors for each of these
ten contributions. Because each of theF factors is complex,
any of the cross-term contributions to the signal can be ne
tive. Table II lists the phase matching numbers for the fo

TABLE I. Phase matching terms and factors for the ten pure cascade te
Fs1 refers to the phase matching factor associated with the first symm
cascade (k12k22k3), Fs2 with the second symmetric cascade (k12k2

1k4), Fp1 with the first parallel cascade (k12k21k5), and Fp2 with the
second parallel cascade (2k31k41k5). The phase matching numbers hav
been calculated numerically according to Eq.~7! and have units ofe10l 4.
These numbers were used in the simulation of all cascade signals sho
this paper in accordance with Eq.~14!.

Phase matching terms Phase matching factors (e10l 4)

uFs1u2 374
uFs2u2 396
uFp1u2 3220
uFp2u2 3463
2* Re(Fs1Fs2) 2692
2* Re(Fs1Fp1) 2133
2* Re(Fs1Fp2) 2202
2* Re(Fs2Fp1) 22204
2* Re(Fs2Fp2) 22294
2* Re(Fp1Fp2) 6676
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terms that are cascade/direct fifth-order cross-terms.
To compare the measured signals to the expected

cade signals, simulations of the cascade signals using th
order measurements in accordance with Eqs. 1~a! and 1~b!
are performed. These simulations include all of the casc
terms listed in Table I. In all simulations to be presented
this paper, third-order measurements~Fig. 4! are used as the
basis with which to simulate the cascades. Because the
cascade signals are simulated using measured signals,
implicitly include A, N, andO factors~as well as anF factor
that in the generally used phase matching formulation wo
be assumed to be 1 here!. The fact that theseA, N, and O
factors do not have the same values as would those prese
a measured cascade signal only introduces an amplitude
ference from the true cascade.

C. Relative intensities of the tensor elements

Reference 29 concluded that theRzzzzzzsignal was domi-
nated by direct fifth-order signal with a small amount
contamination by residual cascade signals, a conclusion
ported by work presented in this paper. This will be d
cussed in much more detail below. Importantly, the fact t
the Rzzzzzztensor element is dominated by direct fifth-ord
signal does not necessarily imply that this will be true
other tensor elements collected in the same geometry. Th

TABLE II. Phase matching terms and factors for the four cross-terms
tween the direct fifth-order signal and the cascades present in Eq.~14!.

Phase matching terms Phase matching factors (e10l 3)

2* Re(Fs1F5) 24256
2* Re(Fs2F5) 23749
2* Re(Fp1F5) 789
2* Re(Fp2F5) 1998

FIG. 4. Third-order data of room temperature CS2 : Rzzzz~solid line!, Ryyzz

~dashed line!, Rmmzz~dash-dot line!, andRzyzy ~dash-dot-dot line!. All data
were collected in the heterodyne pump–probe configuration except fo
Rzyzy data, which were collected in the homodyne ‘‘box-car’’ configuratio
The square root of theRzyzy data~arbitrarily scaled to the other data sets! is
shown here for comparison with the heterodyne data sets. Similar data
used throughout this paper to simulate the cascade signals according to
~1a! and ~1b!.
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because different tensor elements of the response are
pected to have different magnitudes for the direct fifth-ord
signal as well as different magnitudes for the third-order s
nals that comprise the cascades.20–22,35,36,41,42Unlike the
Rzzzzzzsignal, which is expected to have a large direct fift
order signal, certain tensor elements are expected to h
small direct fifth-order signals and large third-order signa
Such tensors may still be dominated by, and generally
semble, a cascade signal. This will be discussed further in
following sections in reference to other tensor elements c
lected. In the only analysis to date of the coherent part of
fifth-order response that includes explicit dependence of
signal on incoming beam polarizations, Murryet al. have
explored the sizes of the third- and fifth-order polarizabil
weighted densities of states~PWDOSs!, frequency depen-
dent quantities proportional to signal amplitude.20–22 They
use INM analysis to calculate the PWDOSs for CS2, and this
analysis both predicts the sizes of various tensor elem
and shows that polarization selectivity can selectively wei
particular Liouville pathways that contribute to the dire
fifth-order signal.21 The way in which this approach explore
polarization selectivity will be discussed in more detail b
low: here, the expected sizes of the direct fifth-order sig
will be discussed.

The contributions to the PWDOSs can be described
terms of three rotationally invariant quantities. To calcula
the PWDOS corresponding to a particular tensor elemen
the direct fifth-order response, Murry, Fourkas, and Key
~MFK! calculate the appropriate combination of rotation
invariants for two interactions viaa (1) and one viaa (2). The
sums of these rotational invariants are then binned accor
to frequency to create the PWDOS for each tensor elemen
interest.21 An earlier analysis of rotational invariants for th
various tensor elements, based on symmetry argument
stead of INM simulations, was also done and reached sim
conclusions.20

Before further comparison of experimental data to the
retical predictions is undertaken, it is important to note th
MFK make several assumptions in deriving their results. O
of these assumptions is that direct fifth-order signal is fu
generated through nonlinear polarizability. They justify th
based on analysis showing that the rotational invariants c
tributing to the fifth-order signal generated through anharm
nicity would average to near zero.21 Even if this is the case
it excludes the impact of anharmonicity-driven relaxation
the shape and decay of the signal. Further, these result
not include mode-coupling~R(5),NP including aab

(2) with a
Þb terms!. As will be discussed in relation to theRzzzzzz

tensor element, while the diagonal termsaaa
(2) may dominate,

mode-coupling is likely to be important in determining th
signal shape and decay at longer times~or lower frequen-
cies!, and it is theaab

(2) terms that include the interestin
information regarding couplings between nuclear motio
Also, MFK do not fully explore contributions from signal
arising from terms dictated bya (2)a (2)a (2) interactions,
though they do suggest these should not be very importan
many tensor elements. However, more attention to s
pathways may be warranted because these terms are l
more important in fifth-order signals than are analogo
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terms in third-order signals~signals due toa (2)a (2) interac-
tions!, which are generally unimportant even for highly p
larizable systems like CS2.18,20–22

Within these assumptions, MFK calculate relative inte
sities of the PWDOSs as a function of frequencies in
range of 0–200 cm21. Figure 2 of Ref. 21 displays that in
formation. The PWDOSs are calculated for different con
butions to the direct fifth-order signal and do not necessa
correspond directly to measured experimental signals.
example, MFK tabulate the PWDOS for direct fifth-ord
signal due to anazz

(1)azz
(1)azz

(2) set of interactions. This mean
any signal, regardless of time-ordering, in which thea (2)

interaction is induced by az-polarized pulse pair and two
a (1) interactions are induced byz-polarized pulse pairs is
included in this PWDOS. In this case, the PWDOS do
correspond directly to the measured signalRzzzzzz~given that
it is generated solely through nonlinear polarizability!. On
the other hand, aazz

(1)azz
(1)ayy

(2) PWDOS, for example, would
correspond to a combination of anRyyzzzz signal and an
Rzzyyzzsignal, since in general theayy

(2) interaction may occur
with either the second or third interaction. We have pre
ously mentioned that in certain cases, the two or zero qu
tum interaction may also occur with the first pulse,17,40 and
then this PWDOS would also include theRzzzzyysignal.

Looking at the PWDOSs shown in the figures in Ref. 2
we see thatazz

(1)azz
(1)amm

(2) has the largest PWDOS. Assumin
the a (2) excitation only occurs with the second or third i
teraction, this PWDOS describes both theRmmzzzz and
Rzzmmzzsignals. The next largest is theazz

(1)azz
(1)azz

(2) PWDOS
(Rzzzzzz). This is followed closely byazz

(1)azz
(1)ayy

(2) ~Ryyzzzz

and Rzzyyzz! and amm
(1) azz

(1)azz
(2) ~this PWDOS must describ

the Rzzzzmmsignal and describes theRzzmmzzand Rmmzzzz

signals depending on when thea (2) interaction occurs;
Rzzzzmm should be a measure of the strength of t
PWDOS21!. Next is theazy

(1)azy
(1)azz

(2) PWDOS ~Rzzzyzyand
Rzyzzzy!. Then comes theayy

(1)azz
(1)azz

(2) PWDOS~necessarily
Rzzzzyy!, which is actually negative, a property unseen in a
third-order PWDOS calculation. Finally comesazz

(1)azy
(1)azy

(2)

~necessarilyRzyzyzz!, which is very small in magnitude ove
the entire frequency range calculated. Figure 8 of refere
21 shows the third-order PWDOSs that would act to cre
the cascade contributions in each of the measured tenso
ements. The one notable feature of these calculations
respect to our measurements is that the third-order m
angle PWDOS is much smaller than the polarized o
(RzzmmandRmmzzvs Rzzzz!. This is already well known from
third-order spectroscopic41–45 and theoretical35,36,46 results,
which show that by symmetry this signal will be zero
times corresponding to reorientational diffusive motion
This suggests that the magic angle direct fifth-order sign
Rzzmmzz, Rmmzzzz, andRzzzzmm, have the greatest ability to
select against any residual cascade present in the sig
measured in the geometry used here.

The measured intensities of the fifth-order signals do
in all cases agree with the predicted intensities of MFK,
though again a direct comparison of most of the tensor
ments is impossible based on the one dimensionality of
PWDOSs and their inclusion of all time-orderings. Becau
the time-dependence of the various measured tensor
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ments of the signal vary so greatly, to choose any one p
at which to compare signal intensities is misleading. T
relative measured signal intensity is judged by taking sli
alongt2 at t45180 fs~Fig. 5!. These slices were taken con
secutively, varying the polarizations of the incoming bea
and the polarization selection for the signal. All signals we
polarization-selected except theRmmzzzzsignal. Its actual in-
tensity compared to the other tensor elements was evalu
by subsequent measurements of anRzzzzzzsignal with and
without a polarizer cube. In general terms, judging by t
slices measured att45180 fs, Rzzzzzz is the most intense
signal. TheRmmzzzzsignal is next in intensity, followed by
theRyyzzzzsignal. A moderately steep drop-off in intensity
seen between that tensor element and the one next highe
signal intensity, theRzzmmzzsignal. Following this are the
Ryzzzzy, Rzyzyzz, andRzzzzmmsignals.

While theRzzzzzzsignal is certainly the most intense on
measured, it is predicted to be the second or third larg
based on the rotational invariant analysis of MFK. This m
be evidence that residual cascade and/or cascade/direct
order terms are present in this measured tensor elem
whereas this is likely untrue of some of the other ten
elements studied. TheRmmzzzzsignal is rather intense, a
predicted by the PWDOS calculations. TheRzzmmzzsignal is
less so, but still at a substantial level compared to the sm
est tensor elements collected. TheRzzzzmmsignal is much
smaller than the other magic angle signals, also in agreem
with the calculated PWDOSs. None of these signals is
pected to have significant residual cascade contributions
discussed above. TheRyyzzzz signal is quite large, also in
agreement with calculations. The sizes of the three leas
tense tensor elements collected~the Ryzzzzy, Rzyzyzz, and
Rzzzzmmsignals, in order of decreasing intensity! are not in
complete agreement with calculations. Calculations sugg
the order would beRzzzzmm, Ryzzzzy, andRzyzyzzin order of
decreasing intensity. The deviations in sizes are smal
these cases, and any number of small failures of the assu
tions made in the calculations of MFK could account for t
differences between simulations and experiment. Further

FIG. 5. Slices att45180 fs for the different polarization tensors. As ind
cated in the legend, slices have been scaled so as to be more easily vi
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producibility of the data for the least intense tensor eleme
collected is imperfect. Small differences in alignment allo
for different amounts of cascade signals to be present in
measured signals. In addition, incomplete elimination
third-order signals that emerge in a number of directions~as
determined by any three of the incoming beams’ wave v
tors! and may scatter into the direction of the desired sig
allows for heterodyning of the measured fifth-order sig
with small amounts of these scattered third-order sign
also potentially changing the measured intensities of the
nals.

D. The Rzzzzzz tensor element

Figure 6~a! presents the measuredRzzzzzzsignal. Figure
6~b! shows the results of the total cascade simulation for
Rzzzzzztensor element. As mentioned above, the simulati
were performed using third-order measurements in ac
dance with Eqs. 1~a! and 1~b! and the phase matching value
given in Table I@in conjunction with Eq.~14!#. Figure 6~c!
shows the measured signal with the total cascade simula
removed. This subtraction was performed assuming that
nal at t251200 fs, t45100 fs @signal of intensity corre-
sponding to the last contour present in Fig. 6~a!# is attribut-
able to residual cascades: this is based on argum
presented in Ref. 29. The cascade simulation is then sc
to this point and subtracted from the measured signal, le
ing the data displayed in Fig. 6~c!. Slices from theRzzzzzz

measured surface, the simulated cascade surface, an
measured surface from which the cascades have bee
moved are shown in Fig. 6~d!. These slices were taken a
t45100 fs, close to where both the measured and simula
surfaces peak along that dimension. The slices are prese
from 50 fs onward because the simulation in Fig. 6~b! does
not include the contribution around time zero from the c
cade terms that contribute to the back quadrant of the si
~where pulses three and four precede pulses one and t!.
The contribution in the back quadrant is different from th
in the front quadrant, unlike in Ref. 25, because the ph
matching geometry used here is not symmetric. The m
notable difference between the simulated cascade signa
the measuredRzzzzzzsignal ~as well as the signal with the
suspected residual cascade subtracted! is that the simulated
cascade signal decays much more slowly than does the
sured signal along thet2 dimension. This is also true for th
decay of these signals alongt4 . These differences in deca
time scales suggest that there is not much contribution of
cascades to the measured signal. These differences c
also suggest that the remaining cross-terms, those betw
the direct fifth-order signal and the cascades, contribute
negative manner and thus alter the time scale of the de
We will discuss below why this possibility is not expected
be important here.

Table II presents the phase matching numbers for
cascade/direct fifth-order cross-terms. There are two nega
terms, the cross-terms between the symmetric cascades
the direct fifth-order signal. The numbers presented in Ta
II show that in theRzzzzzzsignal ~in which all cascades ar
comprised ofRzzzz third-order signals! contributions from
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the symmetric cascade/direct fifth-order cross-terms will
more important than those from the parallel cascade/di
fifth-order cross-terms. Here, we assume that the fifth-or
signal ~the shape of which isa priori unknown! will be
rather symmetric with respect to the two time axes, wh
seems to be a reasonable assumption based on INM, Q
and MD simulations. Then, among the cascade/direct fi
order cross-terms, the major contribution to the measu

FIG. 6. ~a! Contour plot of theRzzzzzztensor element shown to longer time
in t2 than as presented in Fig. 2~a!. ~b! Simulation of cascade terms prese
in Eq. ~14! with intensities given in Table I for theRzzzzzztensor element.~c!
Contour plot of theRzzzzzzsignal when the simulation in~b! is scaled to the
last visible contour in~a! and then subtracted from the measured signal.~d!
Slices from the three contour plots above att45100 fs. The slices have
been scaled so that they have approximately equal intensity at their pe
this highlights the similarity in the time dependencies of the measured
corrected signals and their distinct difference from the time dependenc
the cascade signal.
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signal would be a symmetric signal that is negative in a
plitude with respect to the pure cascade terms~with intensi-
ties given in Table I! and the direct fifth-order signal. We se
no evidence for symmetric residual contributions in the m
sured signal at long times, where the signal dies off sign
cantly slower alongt2 than alongt4 . If these symmetric
cascade/direct fifth-order cross-terms contributed sign
cantly, they would subtract from the direct fifth-order sign
and any residual pure cascade terms, and we may expe
see an extension along thet4 axis instead of thet2 axis
where it is present. This is because the contribution from
pure cascade terms and the parallel cascade/direct fifth-o
cross-terms would add positively to the direct fifth-order s
nal, resulting in an extension alongt2 . Then, subtracting the
symmetric cascade/direct fifth-order terms from this sig
would result in both a negative dip alongt4 at times longer
than the direct fifth-order signal extends and a decreas
signal magnitude alongt2 . Homodyne detection of such
signal would result in a measured response extended a
the t4 dimension or symmetric with respect tot2 and t4 ,
depending on how large the symmetric cascade/direct fi
order terms were. So, the extension of the measured si
along t2 as well as the similarity in peak positions in Fig
6~a! and 6~b! suggest that it is indeed pure cascade terms
not cascade/direct fifth-order cross-terms that contribute
the probable residual cascades in the measured signal. A
tionally, as seen in Table I, the symmetric/parallel casca
cascade cross-terms largely cancel out in the case of
Rzzzzzzsignal ~in which the only third-order signal that con
tributes to the cascades is theRzzzz tensor element!, leaving
the pure parallel cascades and the parallel/parallel cas
cross-term the dominant terms in the residual cascade
course, as shown in Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!, even these contribu
tions appear to contribute only very minimally to the me
sured signal.

Our results showing that direct fifth-order signal dom
nates cascade signals in this geometry disagree in a qu
tative sense with recent calculations by Jansenet al.47 They
calculate that the intensity of the cascade signal compare
the direct fifth-order signal is;43106 when using 620 nm
light. For our 800 nm light, the ratio would be;2.43106.
Such a ratio would necessitate a ratio of at least 106 in the
squared phase matching factors for the direct fifth-order
nal to effectively compete with the cascade signals. Our c
cade phase matching factors are given in Table I. Our di
fifth-order squared phase matching factor@the integral in Eq.
~5!# is 3.23105 e10l 2. So, we have a ratio of only 102– 103 in
the squared phase matching factors for the direct fifth-or
and cascade signals: however, we believe we do see
dominantly direct fifth-order signal. One important fact
that may contribute to this discrepancy is that Jansenet al.
do not account for local field effects and thus only acco
for single molecule motions: while it has been suggested
single molecule motions are important in third-order sp
troscopies, they are suspected to be much less important
collision-induced terms~and molecular/collision-induced
cross-terms! in fifth-order spectroscopies.20–22 Further, the
ratio of the third-order response functions~which participate
in the cascades! to the fifth-order response function was e
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timated from the peak values of the third- and fifth-ord
anisotropies as calculated with a finite field nonequilibriu
MD method. The third-order peak value is approximate
three orders of magnitude greater than the fifth-order p
value. However, typical values of the ratio ofa (2) to
a (1)a (1), the ratio of polarizability derivatives that determin
the difference in response functions between the nonlin
polarizability generated direct fifth-order signal and the c
cade signals, are randomly distributed but appear close
two orders of magnitude different.22 Such discrepancies
could make up the difference between the predicted ne
sary phase mismatch for the cascades of Jansenet al.and our
experimental evidence showing that a 102– 103 difference in
squared phase matching factors is sufficient to produc
signal dominated by the direct fifth-order response.

So, we believe theRzzzzzzsignal to be dominated by
direct fifth-order signal, with a small amount of contamin
tion by pure parallel cascade terms, and this contaminatio
likely evident only in the final one or two contours alongt2

visible in Fig. 6~a!. Thus when comparing to QNM, INM
and MD simulations of theRzzzzzztensor element, we assum
our measured data is dominated by the direct fifth-order
nal and directly compare our results to simulations. We h
previously reported qualitative agreement with the QN
simulations that include damping. We have phenomenolo
cally associated this damping with anharmonicity, which c
both give rise to fifth-order signal and contribute to its rap
decay.29 In addition, we now report agreement with prelim
nary MD simulations performed by Stratt and co-worker48

While these simulations are for an atomic liquid, there
qualitative agreement in both the shape and time scales
tween the calculated and measured signals. The MD sim
tions for the Rzzzzzz tensor element produce a signal th
peaks att2;20 fs, t4;300 fs. It extends to;400 fs along
t2 and;1 ps alongt4 : this extension along thet4 axis is in
general agreement with theRzzzzzzsignal when given the
considerations for cascade contributions mentioned ab
Both the simulated and experimental signal are flat along
anti-diagonal (t21t45constant) and do not exhibit signifi
cant echo-like behavior~signal alongt25t4!.

Stratt and co-worker also perform an INM calculatio
for the atomic liquid and compare it to the MD results. T
INM simulation indicates that for atomic liquids theaab

(2)

term is largely diagonal in the mode index, which results in
strong, long-lived echo-ridge that peaks att2;1 ps, t4

;1 ps. The MD simulations, which unlike the INMs includ
anharmonicity, die off much more quickly. The conclusion
in agreement with the one drawn earlier from comparison
our data to the QNM simulations by Saito and Ohmine: a
harmonicity plays a large role in determining the shape a
time scale of decay of the polarized fifth-order signal.18,29

However, the importance of anharmonicity may be less
vious in the case of molecular liquids whereaab

(2) with a
Þb may become more significant, as not only intermolecu
distance but also orientation will determine the magnitude
aab

(2) in molecular liquids. This is also in agreement with th
INM and QNM simulations~done for CS2! of Saito and
Ohmine, which do decay much more quickly than those
Stratt, but only when theaÞb mode coupling is included
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However, in those simulations theaab
(2)5aa

(1)ab
(1) assump-

tion is used: this has been shown to be invalid but may
produce a qualitative picture of how mode-coupling affe
the fifth-order signal.18,22,29Thus the rapid decay of the ex
perimental fifth-order signal of CS2 may arise as much from
these nonlinear polarizability induced mode–mode coupli
as from anharmonicity. Given this, the type of anharmonic
~diagonal vs off-diagonal in the mode index! found in the
MD simulations of atomic liquids may be more applicable
molecular liquids than the magnitude of anharmonicity fou
in such simulations. In preliminary work, Stratt and c
worker have found thatgabc

(3) is largely dominated by diago
nal terms (a5b5c). However, in analogy with the off-
diagonal coupling terms in the signal generated throu
nonlinear polarizability, it may be found that off-diagon
terms of the anharmonicity will also be very important in t
decay of the signal.

Previously the characteristics of the direct fifth-ord
signal were only discussed in the fully two-dimensional a
~t2.0 fs, t4.0 fs!. Here, however, we note the distinct e
tension along thet250 fs axis present in the measure
Rzzzzzzsignal and not present in measured cascade sign
This extension may arise in part from direct fifth-order s
nals probing population dynamics that can occur along
dimension.17 Steffen and Duppen have discussed in detail
direct fifth-order signal described by Eq.~8a! that can be
produced along thet250 fs axis, where a hyperpolarizabilit
signal described by Eq.~8b! may also reside.@Such pathways
can be seen in Feynman diagrams such as the one show
Fig. 9~c!#. Here, the first two sets of pulses are overlapp
and this gives a Liouville pathway in which the syste
evolves in a population state, or a diagonal element of
density matrix, during the second variable time interv
Thus the extended features seen along thet250 fs axis in
theRzzzzzzsignal and many other tensor elements may refl
population dynamics along this axis. In the absence of
perpolarizabilities and residual cascade signals, the signa
thet250 fs axis is a direct measure of population dynami
whereas a slice taken at a given nonzero value oft4 alongt2

is a direct measure of pure dephasing. In the case of
Rzzzzzz tensor element, the cascade simulation~which in-
cludes the pure cascade terms expected to contribute m
substantially to any residual cascade signal than the casc
direct fifth-order cross-terms! does not have significant sig
nal along thet250 fs axis @Fig. 6~b!#. Thus cascades ar
expected to contribute very minimally along thet250 fs
axis; however, a hyperpolarizability signal governed by E
~8b! may contribute there, although its expected intensitya
priori unknown. The slow decay of the signal along this a
suggests that we are indeed seeing evidence of direct fi
order signal that reflects population dynamics along this a
This will be discussed in more detail for other tensor e
ments that show a distinct tendency to either select or d
lect for these types of Liouville pathways.

E. Magic angle signals

Polarization selectivity has long been used to select
certain dynamics. For example, it is well known that t
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magic angle response function,Rmmzz(t)5Rzzzz(t)
12Ryyzz(t), with one pulse pair set at an angle of 54.
relative to the other pulse pair, probes only the isotro
response of a liquid.36,46 It also has been suggested that i
formation about the response coming froma (2)a (2) type in-
teractions may be accessible by measurements ofRmmzz(t).

20

The number of beams involved in a fifth-order experime
and the requirement for ana (2) interaction~as induced by
nonlinear polarizability for the analysis presented here! for
generation of any fifth-order signal, allows for a grea
range of polarization selectivity in fifth-order experimen
than in third-order ones. This selectivity provides the pote
tial to give different weightings to different Liouville path
ways and dynamic behaviors and can be achieved by ch
ing the polarizations of the incoming beams.

Echolike pathways necessarily contain a two quant
interaction in the second step.12,20 Using the calculations of
MFK to selectively weight for the echo, the tensor elemen
which the desired pathways are dominated by the larg
rotational invariant and the undesired pathways are do
nated by the smallest rotational invariant is the one t
should be measured. MFK attempt to identify such tens
by varying the polarizations of the pulse pair for which t
a (2) interaction is desired: in the case of the echolike pa
ways this is, as mentioned, the second pulse pair. This ca
understood by reference to the Feynman diagram in F
1~b!. In this diagram, the first coherence excited is that
tween the ground and first excited vibrational levels of t
probed oscillator or coupled oscillators. The coherence
which this superposition state is transferred upon arriva
the second pulse pair is a coherence between the first
second excited vibrational levels of the probed oscillator~s!.
For a nearly harmonic case, in which the energy differen
between the first two vibrational levels is nearly equal to t
between the second and third vibrational levels, this diagr
looks like a rephasing diagram used to describe photon e
oes. The energy differences of the two superposition st
excited are nearly equal in magnitude but opposite in sign
that when the second coherence is excited, the dynamic
the first coherence period are reversed, potentially allow
for rephasing and the formation of an echo. In the tw
dimensional experiment this echo would appear along
diagonal,t25t4 . All echolike signals that can be obtaine
in the two-dimensional Raman measurement have thea (2)

interaction producing a two quantum interaction in the s
ond step, as in the Feynman diagram displayed in Fig. 1~b!.

The least effective way to select for the echo or a
specific pathway is to measure theRzzzzzzsignal: this mea-
surement always includes twoazz

(1) interactions and oneazz
(2)

interaction, thus weighting all pathways equally~now the
subscripts indicating polarizations of the incoming pu
pairs have been explicitly included!.21 On the other hand,
MFK have suggested several tensor elements that
heavily weight Liouville pathways where thea (2) interaction
comes second. These tensor elements will weight for
echo pathways. Of the suggested tensor elements,Rzzmmzzis
the most promising for our experiment: because the th
order responseRmmzz is very small, any cascade contribu
tions to the fifth-order signal will be very weak, even com
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pared to the very small contributions evident in theRzzzzzz

signal. Significantly, as mentioned above, this tensor elem
is expected to have the largest direct fifth-order signal of
of the tensor elements studied by MFK. In addition, t
Rmmzz signal reflects only isotropic dynamics and therefo
contains none of the long-time anisotropic reorientational
namics seen in other third-order signals.36,46Conversely, any
fifth-order tensor element with a pair of pulses set at
magic angle need not exclude diffusive motions based
symmetry arguments alone, as no fifth-order tensor elem
are purely isotropic.20,21,38,49The presence of any longer tim
components in these signals then can not be attribute
cascades and can provide valuable insight into which dyn
ics the fifth-order experiment can probe.

TheRzzmmzzsignal is presented in Fig. 3~b!. The peak of
the signal is att2;150 fs andt4;150 fs, and the signal is
fairly symmetric with a slightly slower decay alongt4 than
alongt2 . The signal extends in each direction well beyo
600 fs as can be seen in slices shown in Fig. 7. While
might reasonably expect some discrimination against an
tropic behavior in the magic angle signals through analo
with third-order magic angle signals, the long time behav
in this tensor element is striking and suggests that this is
the case. Here, we concentrate on the response in the p
two-dimensional area~t2.0 fs, t4.0 fs! since this is where
rephasing dynamics would be manifest. Compared to
Rzzzzzzsignal, there is a significantly slower decay along bo
dimensions and along the diagonal (t25t4), where echolike
behavior would appear. Diagonal slices from theRzzzzzzand
Rzzmmzzsurfaces are shown in Fig. 8~b!. Clearly the echolike
signal extends to longer time in theRzzmmzzsignal. However,
as concluded in a previous paper, which showed a diag
slice from theRzzzzmmsignal, another tensor element th
was suggested to weight for the echo,21 the time scale of
rephasing is comparable to that of the inverse frequencie
the modes being probed, and thus the liquid is well-descri
as homogeneous.29 Of course, because the damping of t
signal can be due to both anharmonicity and pure dephas

FIG. 7. Slices from the measured signal shown in Fig. 3~b! (Rzzmmzz). The
solid line is the data alongt45180 fs. The dashed line is that alongt2

5180 fs.
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a diagonal slice only provides a lower limit on the inhom
geneity of the sample, not an absolute value.

Following the suggestion of Murryet al., the magic
angle responses have been summed in a particular mann
order to compare our data directly to their PWDO
calculations.21 While this procedure was originally suggeste
for the tensor elements consisting ofy and z polarizations,
we perform it on the magic angle signals where cascade r
nants are much less of a concern. Such an addition proce
is performed assuming pathways with ana (2) interaction in
the first step do not contribute to the signal.12,20 While this
assumption has been used previously, it has been show
be inexact for systems with either non-Markovian syste
bath fluctuations or systems with level dependent vibratio
dephasing.17,40 The addition procedure is as follows: add t
gether theRzzmmzz and Rmmzzzz signals and subtract th
Rzzzzmmsignal from this sum. The relative magnitudes a
scaling of the surfaces used are taken from the slices
sented in Fig. 5. The three measured magic angle signals
shown in Fig. 3. The combined surface and diagonal sli

FIG. 8. ~a! Contour plot of the combined magic angle surface~presented as
the square of the response so that it is directly comparable to the mea
homodyne signals! that isolates the contribution from terms with the pola
izability derivativeazz

(1)amm
(2) azz

(1) . ~b! Diagonal slices from theRzzzzzz~solid
line!, Rzzmmzz~dashed line!, Rzzzzmm~dot-dash line!, and the combination
surface presented in~a! ~line with cross markers!. Note the peaks of the
Rzzmmzzand combination diagonal slices occur significantly later than th
of either of the other two slices.
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through two of the magic angle surfaces are shown in F
8~a! and 8~b!.

The combined surface reflects the size of t
azz

(1)azz
(1)amm

(2) PWDOS and can be compared directly to t
size of theamm

(1) azz
(1)azz

(2) PWDOS and moreover can be com
pared directly to Fig. 2~d! of Ref. 21. If we assume that th
a (2) interaction comes in one of the final two steps of t
experiment, the combined surface reflects the size
azz

(1)azz
(1)amm

(2) because theRzzmmzzsignal has ana (2) interac-
tion induced by either azz or an mm pair, as does the
Rmmzzzzsignal, whereas theRzzzzmmsignal necessarily ha
the a (2) interaction originating from az-polarized pair of
pulses. The addition/subtraction procedure then leaves
a (2) interaction necessarily induced by anmm pulse pair,
whereas theRzzzzmmsignal has thea (2) interaction necessar
ily generated by azz pulse pair. The comparison of the d
agonal slices in Fig. 8~b! is consistent with several of th
observations made by MFK in conjunction with their gene
tion of the amm

(1) azz
(1)azz

(2) and azz
(1)azz

(1)amm
(2) PWDOSs shown

in Fig. 2~d! of Ref. 21. First, comparing the diagonal slic
from the combined surface to that of theRzzmmzzslice shows
that theRzzmmzzslice peaks at;160 fs whereas that of th
combined surface peaks closer to 130 fs. This de-emph
on the echo is expected, as the combined surface equ
weights those signals with them-polarized pulse pair secon
and third, whereas theRzzmmzzis chosen in an attempt t
more heavily weight the signal with theamm

(2) term second.
Further, the comparison between the diagonal slice from
Rzzzzmmsurface and that of the combined surface shows
the combined surface is larger than theRzzzzmmsurface as
predicted by Fig. 2~d! of Ref. 21. Also, the combined surfac
weights slower, or lower frequency, motions more heav
than does theRzzzzmmsurface. This is also in agreement wi
the MFK calculations.

F. Semi-polarized signals

While the magic angle signals provide both the ability
detect a direct fifth-order signal unblemished by cascade c
tributions and potential selection for echolike pathwa
some of the semi-polarized measured signals also appe
differently weight select Liouville pathways. Here, howeve
they appear to preferentially select or deselect for pathw
in which the system is in a diagonal state during at least
of the second time period. In the discussion of theRzzzzzz

tensor element, the presence of such pathways has alr
been mentioned: here, we discuss these pathways in m
detail. The pathway discussed in reference to theRzzzzzzten-
sor element is shown in Fig. 9~c!. The signal this Feynman
diagram depicts is generated through the three-point pola
ability correlation function in Eq.~8d! and contributes on the
t250 fs axis. This Feynman diagram shows that the sig
along thet250 fs axis measures population dynamics,
suming hyperpolarizability and residual cascade signals
not present. Now, however, we also consider pathways
contribute in thet2.0 fs, t4.0 fs area. Two types of dia
grams, which will be discussed in more detail below, th
depict signals that give rise to population dynamics in t
area are shown in Figs. 9~d! and 9~e!. Murry, Fourkas, and
s.
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Keyes discuss such pathways, many of which have a z
quantum interaction occurring in the third step, less direc
than they discuss the echolike pathways. In this case,
observations do not completely agree with their suggestio
As mentioned previously, the two surfaces that will be d
cussed for their apparent potential to select or deselect
population dynamics are theRyyzzzz and Ryzzzzy surfaces
shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, respectively. First, becaus
according to the PWDOS calculations of MFK, these dire
fifth-order signals are smaller than any of those previou
discussed, the potential cascade contributions to these sig
will be considered.

As discussed in the relative intensities section of t
discussion, theRmmzzzzandRzzmmzztensor elements have th
largest PWDOSs for the frequency range probed in this
periment. TheRzzzzzzsignal has the next-largest PWDOS
Other tensor elements have somewhat smaller PWDO
with that corresponding to theRzyzyzzsignal very small in
magnitude over the entire frequency range calculated.
mentioned previously, theRzyzyzzsignal was among the leas

FIG. 9. Several double sided Feynman diagrams that depict pathways
portant in the measured signals.~a! A hyperpolarizability pathway described
by Eq. ~8b! and potentially appearing on thet250 fs axis.~b! A hyperpo-
larizability pathway described by Eq.~8c! and potentially appearing on the
t450 fs axis.~c! A direct fifth-order signal pathway described by Eq.~8d!
and potentially appearing on thet250 fs axis. It includes population dy-
namics alongt4 . ~d! A direct fifth-order signal pathway described by E
~8d! that is generated through nonlinear polarizability terms and inclu
population dynamics.~e! A direct fifth-order signal pathway described b
Eq. ~8d! and generated through anharmonicity. It also includes popula
dynamics.~f! A direct fifth-order signal pathway described by Eq.~8d! and
generated through nonlinear polarizability alloweda (2)a (2)a (2) terms.
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intense signals collected. It is presented in Fig. 2~b!. Figures
10~a! and 10~b! show slices from the measured signal and
full cascade simulation att45100 fs @Fig. 10~a!#, close to
where both the measured and simulated signals peak,
t45200 fs @Fig. 10~b!#, at which point the measured sign
has mostly decayed and the simulated signal has a dip
tween two extended features alongt2 . Figures 10~a! and
10~b! show that the slices from the full cascade simulat
decay much more slowly than do those from the measu
signal. This strongly suggests that even though theRzyzyzz

direct fifth-order signal is expected to be very small, t
measured signal is not dominated by pure cascade cont
tions. Since we have noa priori reason to believe this tenso
element of the direct fifth-order signal should be symme
with respect to the two time variables and no simulations
suggest this is a good assumption, we can not conc
cascade/direct fifth-order cross-terms are negligible thro
examination of the shape of the measured signal. Howe
the suspected overall small size of the cascades compar
the direct fifth-order signal does suggest that this tensor
ment has only minimal contributions from cascade/dir
fifth-order cross-terms. The fact the direct fifth-order sign

FIG. 10. Slices from theRzyzyzz signal shown in Fig. 2~b! compared to
cascades simulated according to Eqs.~1a! and~1b! and amplitudes given in
Table I. In both cases the measured signal is given by the solid line an
cascade simulation is given by the dashed line.~a! Slices att45100 fs. ~b!
Slices att45200 fs.
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still appears to be larger than the cascade and cascade/d
fifth-order contributions bodes well for the phase match
discrimination achieved in this geometry and strongly su
gests that the other tensor elements measured are also d
nated by direct fifth-order signal. Two such signals collec
are theRyyzzzzandRyzzzzytensor elements. Both tensor el
ments are expected to have larger direct fifth-order sign
than theRzyzyzztensor element discussed above.21 The time-
dependence of theRyyzzzzsignal@Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!# and
the time-dependence and the shape of theRyzzzzysignal@Fig.
12~a!# do not resemble those of the respective cascade s
lations. TheRyzzzzysignal seems to selectively weight Liou
ville pathways including population dynamics while th
Ryyzzzzsignal seems to deselect for these pathways, and
will be discussed further below.

Steffen and Duppen have discussed in detail the di
fifth-order signal that can be produced along thet250 fs
axis, shown in Fig. 9~c!.17 Here, the first two sets of pulse
are overlapped, and this gives a Liouville pathway in whi
the time evolution is in a population state. Thus the exten

he

FIG. 11. Slices from theRyyzzzzsignal shown in Fig. 2~c!. ~a! Slices from
the measured signal~lines! and cascade~lines with plus markers! at t2

50 fs ~solid lines! and att450 fs ~dashed lines!: both cascade slices deca
much more slowly than the measured signal slices.~b! Slices from the
measured signal~lines! and cascade~lines with plus markers! at t450 fs
~solid lines! and att45200 fs~dashed lines!: both signal slices decay on th
same time scale and much more slowly than the cascades decay.
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features seen along thet250 fs axis in many tensor elemen
may reflect population dynamics. Of course, because we
speaking of low frequency intermolecular motions, the po
lation dynamics we measure are likely a combination of
lifetimes for several of the excited states of these mod
While such population dynamics can appear on thet2

50 fs axis, nonhyperpolarizability direct fifth-order sign
cannot appear on thet450 fs axis because the correlatio
function that governs it,̂@a(t2),a(t2)#,a(0)#]r&, will al-
ways be identically zero. So, in the absence of hyperpola
abilities and residual cascade signals, the signal on thet2

50 fs axis is a direct measure of population dynami
While the t450 fs axis should have no signal, slices alo

FIG. 12. ~a! Cascade simulation of theRyzzzzy tensor element.~b! Slices
from the measuredRyzzzzysignal shown in Fig. 2~d!: t250 fs ~solid line!,
t25200 fs ~dash-dot line!, andt45200 fs ~dashed line!.
re
-
e
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z-

.

the t2 dimension for small values oft4 should carry infor-
mation about the pure dephasing rate of theu0&^1u coherence
~as well as other low oscillator state coherences!. Along both
of these axes, however, hyperpolarizabilities may contribu
though choosing tensor elements wisely may diminish
size of these hyperpolarizability signals. When this is t
case, the interesting direct fifth-order signals near and on
t250 fs axis and near thet450 fs axis may be examined
directly.

Feynman diagrams, such as those shown in Figs.~d!
and 9~e!, show that away from the two time axes, and thus
an area not contaminated by hyperpolarizabilitie
population-type dynamics may also be in evidence. Here
the first time period increases, vibrational dephasing occ
and the population-type signal alongt4 will be diminished.
Figure 1 of Ref. 50 shows a simulation, based on a harmo
system coupled to a bath, that displays these characteris
The population-type signals generated solely through non
ear polarizability that contribute to the measured signal
the axes are all generated via pathways with a zero quan
interaction occurring in the final step. Thus by using MF
type analysis, the tensor elements that weight pathways
ing the a (2) interaction last most heavily should be tho
tensor elements that reflect population dynamics m
strongly, just as theRzzmmzzsignal weights echolike dia
grams most heavily. Of course, as seen in Fig. 9~e!,
anharmonicity-type diagrams can also give rise
population-type diagrams, and these cannot be analy
through reference to the MFK PWDOSs.

One tensor element that appears to deselect
population-type dynamics isRyyzzzz. In terms of hyperpolar-
izability signals, on thet250 fs axis we expect to have
^@ayy(t4),gzzzz(0)#r& interaction, and on thet450 fs axis
we expect to have â@gyyzz(t2),azz(0)#r& interaction. The
cascade simulation of this surface does have some cont
tion along thet2 andt4 axes, so if cascade residual terms a
present, these residual cascade signals likely contami
these areas. However, we assume cascade contribution
erywhere are small, in part because the time dependenc
the simulated cascades versus the measured signal on
axes indicates that cascade terms do not contribute sig
cantly to the measured signal@Fig. 11~a!#. The cascade simu
lation of this surface, unlike the others presented, inclu
the contribution around time zero from the pure casca
terms that contribute to the back quadrant of the sig
~where pulses three and four precede pulses one and t!.
The contribution in the back quadrant is different from th
in the front quadrant, unlike in Ref. 25, because the ph
matching geometry used here is not symmetric and beca
for this tensor element different third-order signals contrib
to the cascades in the front and back quadrants. The b
quadrant cascade signal has been explicitly included in
simulation because we present thet250 fs slice, which
clearly is affected by signal from the back quadrant. In a
dition to the apparent lack of cascades in our measured
nal based on comparison to simulated cascades, our m
suredRyyzzzzsignal is qualitatively similar to that collecte
by Miller and co-workers in the first reported true heterody
measurement of a direct fifth-order signal.28 That experiment
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was performed with a combination of 400 and 800 nm p
sively phase-locked pulse pairs produced with diffractive
tics. The tensor element collected in that experiment,
which the signal was phase-selected for the direct fifth-or
signal and thus phase-deselected for the cascades, was o
which the polarizations were all parallel for the excitati
pulses and at 45° for the probe beam. The analyzer was s
90° relative to the probe. In terms of our collected ten
elements this corresponds to a linear combination of
Ryyzzzz signal being discussed here and theRzzzzzztensor
element discussed previously. Both our measured signal
their measured signal extend along thet250 fs axis and are
not pulse-width limited around that axis.28

Our signal on thet450 fs axis decays on the same tim
scale, approximately 120 fs when the square root of the d
is fit to a single exponential, as the signal att45200 fs@Fig.
11~b!#. Interestingly, the nonpulse-width limited sign
around thet250 fs axis decays on a similar time scale
well @Fig. 11~a!#. This slice has been fit to an exponent
with a time constant of 200 fs, although data were not ta
to long enough times in any of these slices to accurately
the long time decay. Instead, such time constants are us
in relative terms to compare the time scale of decay of v
ous slices fit over the same time range. The similarity
tween the decay times of the signals on thet2 and t4 axes
suggests that these signals are governed by the hyperpo
abilities as opposed to being governed by a hyperpolariza
ity along the t450 fs axis and â @a(t4),a(0)#,a(0)#] &
type interaction along thet250 fs axis. These two signal
would presumably have different decay times because of
different weightings of the dynamics by the two types
signals, although as will be discussed below, such a dist
tion is less obvious for intermolecular modes than for h
frequency vibrations. The fact that hyperpolarizabilities m
govern the signal on both axes in this tensor element ma
less surprising than in other tensor elements since here
expect the signal generated through the three-point pola
ability correlation function to be quite small based on t
PWDOS calculations. A weak three-point polarizability go
erned direct fifth-order signal on thet250 fs axis would not
preclude relatively strong hyperpolarizability signals on t
axes. The very fast time constant associated with decay
the time axes is somewhat unexpected from a hyperpola
ability signal, though, since it resembles a third-ord
^@a (1),a (1)#r& type interaction. Heterodyne third-order me
surements of CS2, dominated bŷ @a (1),a (1)#r& interactions,
can be fit to an exponential with a time constant of 1.6 ps
times beyond 2 ps.42 However, the third-order signal’s ap
parent time scale drops appreciably~to time scales of;300
fs! when fit to the same time scale range~250–600 fs! over
which we fit the slices from our two-dimensional signa
Also, the decay along thet250 fs axis of this tensor elemen
is significantly faster than the decay of that axis’s signal
other tensor elements measured. This indicates that the o
tensor elements have a different proportion of contributio
on that axis from the direct population-type fifth-order s
nals compared to the hyperpolarizabilities, with t
population-type signals more important in those tensor
ments. If we are indeed seeing the hyperpolarizabilities
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the axes of theRyyzzzzsignal, the fast time scale decay se
in each of these slices relates to the vibrational pure dep
ing time scale of liquid CS2 and shows that the hyperpola
izability signals may probe the same dynamics as third-or
measurements.

The tensor element collected that appears to weight
population dynamics is theRyzzzzysignal shown in Fig. 2~d!.
This signal looks remarkably similar to theRyzzzyz signal
collected by Tokmakoff and co-workers in a passive
phase-locked intrinsically heterodyne measurement of the
rect fifth-order signal.27 This signal should be identical to ou
Ryzzzzy signal by Kleinman symmetry.35,36 Aside from a
small difference in peak position alongt4 , the two measure-
ments ~when taking the square root of our data so as
compare the amplitudes of the signals! look virtually identi-
cal. Figure 12~b! shows slices from our collected surfac
The square roots of the slices alongt4 have also been fit to
single exponentials. Here the signals were collected to lon
times than in theRyyzzzz signal, although still not long
enough to accurately fit the long time decays. Thet250 fs
and thet25200 fs slices were fit with time constants of a
proximately 2 ps and 1.6 ps, respectively, when fitting ov
the time range of 1000–1500 fs. When third-order hete
dyne CS2 data are fit over the same time range, it is best fi
an exponential with a time constant of approximately 1.2
So, the data in this region of theRyzzzzysignal appear to be
decaying more slowly than third-order CS2 data that at long
times probes the molecular reorientational dynamics of
liquid. On the other hand, the signal att45200 fs decays
very quickly, much like that of theRyyzzzzsignal, potentially
probing the same dynamics as seen in all discussed slice
that tensor element. Then, the presence of the slowly de
ing features in the signal may be an indication that wha
selected for in this tensor element is a population-type pa
way of the direct fifth-order signal. A perusal of all the oth
signals presented, excepting theRyyzzzz signal discussed
above, strongly suggests that the long lived signals along
t250 fs axes are indeed probing population dynamics, a
this signal is dominated bŷ@a(t4),a(0)#,a(0)#]r& type
interactions.

When examining the signal on thet250 fs axis of the
Ryzzzzytensor element, we must of course consider both
tential hyperpolarizability and cascade contributions alo
that axis. In the case of theRyzzzzysignal, the expected hy
perpolarizability signal iŝ @ayz(t4),gzzzy(0)#r& on the t2

50 fs axis. It previously had been suggested that suc
hyperpolarizabilty signal~in which theg interaction has an
odd number ofy andz indices! would be zero.10 While the
rotationally averagedgzzzy would be zero, the signal we
measure does not include a rotational average ofgzzzyalone.
So, we cannot maintain that hyperpolarizability signa
should not be present in theRyzzzzytensor element based o
symmetry arguments. Further, as in the case of theRyyzzzz

signal, we assume cascades everywhere are small, and t
supported by the full cascade simulation of this tensor e
ment, which does not resemble the measured signal in e
shape or time scale of decay@Fig. 12~a!#. So, while the hy-
perpolarizability signal likely contributes to a certain exte
the remarkable consistency between all the tensor elem
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~exceptRyyzzzz! in their extension along thet250 fs axis
strongly suggests that we are truly seeing population dyn
ics as probed by direct fifth-order processes along that
mension.

Further, neither the hyperpolarizability signal nor t
presence of cascades can explain the most striking featu
the measuredRyzzzzysignal, the off-axis extension alongt4 .
This feature of the signal looks very much like the simu
tion of Fig. 1 of Ref. 50 and suggests that this tensor elem
may be weighting population dynamics heavily. Anoth
possibility has been suggested by Golonzkaet al. to explain
the presence of this feature in their signal. They suggest
the long time signal present is related to molecular reori
tations or cross-correlations between molecular reorie
tions and interaction-induced effects.27 While it is certainly
possible that some tensor elements would weight these
namics more heavily than others, it is completely unclea
this point why these dynamics would only appear along
t4 time period of a tensor element that probed said dyna
ics. On the other hand, attributing this feature of theRyzzzzy

signal to population dynamics is more attractive because
can easily understand why this feature should be presen
long times along thet4 dimension for small values oft2

@Fig. 9~c!#. Additionally, the fifth-order signal is expected t
weight higher frequency motions more heavily than is
third-order signal, and thus we would be less likely to s
long-time reorientations in the fifth-order signal than
third-order measurements.21,22

Of course, in the case of the low frequency intermole
lar motions of CS2 that we probe, it is not obvious that popu
lation relaxation time scales and pure dephasing time sc
should follow the trend seen in high frequency vibrations.
the case of high frequency vibrations, the large mismatc
frequencies between the interrogated oscillator and the
modes causes population relaxation to be significantly slo
than pure dephasing. The processes of population relaxa
and pure dephasing are often thought of in terms of inela
and elastic collisions, respectively: population relaxat
comes about due to inelastic collisions in which there is
ergy exchange with the bath, and pure dephasing co
about due to elastic collisions in which only the phase of
wavefunction of the oscillator of interest changes.50 For high
frequency vibrations it is the energy mismatch between
vibration and the solvent bath modes that results in the
elastic processes being much less efficient than the el
ones that result in rapid pure dephasing. The intermolec
motions of CS2, on the other hand, function in this model
both the chromophore and the bath, and there is a continu
spectral density. However, despite the fact that the mism
in frequencies between the oscillator of interest and the b
no longer exists, it does still appear that this separation
time scales holds for this system. This is seen in the t
scales of the decay of the direct fifth-order signal from
intermolecular motions of CS2 along thet250 fs axis, where
the three-point polarizability correlation function can on
give rise to population-type Liouville pathways. The signa
on this t250 fs axis are significantly longer lived than an
other portions of the signal, all of which must includ
dephasing effects before any population is created.~These
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observations hold true for all but theRyyzzzzsignal.!
Attributing the extended features of theRyzzzzysignal to

population dynamics also allows us to turn to the MFK PW
DOSs to attempt to explain why a particular tensor elem
would weight such dynamics heavily. In terms of the MF
PWDOSs, to heavily weight population dynamics pathwa
either thea (2) interaction would occur last or that tenso
element would be dominated by anharmonically genera
signal. According to the PWDOSs generated by MFK, t
tensor element most likely to weight the types of diagra
with thea (2) interaction last isRmmzzzz. The fact that we see
no indication of population-type dynamics in that signal su
gests theRyzzzzy signal may be generated mostly throug
anharmonicity, though there is no obvious reason why t
should be more true of this tensor element than of oth
One assumption MFK make that could contribute to the d
ferences between experiment and theory seen here is
signals due to thea (2)a (2)a (2) interactions are not included
Such a signal could be described by the Feynman diag
shown in Fig. 9~f!, and this clearly could give rise to popu
lation dynamics alongt4 . If this contribution were signifi-
cant for theRyzzzzy tensor element, this could explain th
observed signal. If indeed the signal in this tensor elemen
weighting population dynamics more heavily than dynam
described by other Feynman diagrams, it is clear that m
attention in tensor analysis should be given to the possib
ties for signal generation and weighting that have not
been studied in depth: these include thea (2)a (2)a (2) type
interactions and anharmonically generated signal. Anot
interesting aspect of the extended feature of this tensor
ment that can not currently be explained either by und
standing this feature as molecular reorientation/interacti
induced cross-terms or as population dynamics is that
peak of the feature as a function oft2 moves to progres-
sively lower t2 values ast4 increases. This ‘‘lean’’ in the
response implies a progressive decrease in the amplitud
lower frequency components in the response ast4 increases.
Thus an understanding of this feature could give deta
insight into the frequency dependence of the liquid’s rela
ation processes.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The various tensor elements collected in the geome
designed expressly to suppress all cascade contribution
the measured fifth-order signal indeed appear to be do
nated by direct fifth-order signal. This appears to be t
even of theRzyzyzzsignal, which is expected to be the sma
est according to the calculations of MFK. It does appear t
in some tensor elements collected there is still a sm
amount of contamination by cascade signals. This conta
nation is now believed to arise predominantly from pure c
cade terms and not from cascade/direct fifth-order cro
terms. These contributions could be diminished even furt
in a perfectly executed heterodyne detected measurem
performed in a geometry such that all of the cascades and
direct fifth-order signal were perfectly phase matched. Th
the direct fifth-order signal field would be 90° out of pha
with the cascade signal field and could be selected for w
phase-sensitive detection. However, the probe pulse mus
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phase-locked in relation to the local oscillator for this to
accomplished. This is difficult experimentally and has be
approached through the use of diffractive opt
elsewhere.27,28 We are currently pursuing this through th
use of an actively phase-locked interferometer.51 In addition,
using phase-sensitive detection with such a geometry in
der to eliminate cascade contamination is complicated by
fact that the portion of the signal due to anharmonicity
expected to be delayed along the second time period
respect to the portion of the signal due to non-linear pola
ability. It is further complicated by the potential dichro
response present in the third-order responses~comprising the
cascade signals! that could alter the phase of the casca
signals from the expected 90° with respect to the direct fi
order signal. The ideal experiment would use a geome
~such as the one used in these experiments! that quite effec-
tively eliminates the cascades andthen would use phase
selected heterodyne detection to ensure selection of the d
fifth-order signal alone.

Such a geometry and detection scheme would also a
for potential separation of the contributions to the dire
fifth-order signal from anharmonicity and nonlinear polar
ability. This is because the anharmonic signals must be
layed in the second time period with respect to the sign
generated through nonlinear polarizability. Such time del
would be very short and potentially the two types of sign
would be separable for signals collected with the samet2

period, varyingt4 and phase-selecting for signal at ea
point after that. Of course, this potential separation would
of utmost interest and would also allow us to confirm or de
the importance of one of the variables that must be dealt w
in comparing our data to the MFK simulations, which on
include signal generated through nonlinear polarizabil
Distinctions between our experimental observations and t
predicted results may be explainable if we can measure
two parts of the signal separately and/or confirm that
anharmonically generated signal is very small. If this is
case, then the discrepancies between experiment and th
can be looked at in more detail: this may come through us
INM simulations to fully consider such contributions cu
rently considered to be small, such as thea (2)a (2)a (2) inter-
actions or signal due toa (2) interactions that come from th
first pulse pair. It may also be necessary to look in m
detail at the full MD simulations that do not have the lim
tations that INM simulations have when considering long
time motions. This may be especially true for consider
tensor elements such asRzzmmzz. This tensor element ex
tends to relatively long times in comparison to the inve
frequency of the probed modes and shows echolike chara
that allows us to put a limit of;400 fs on the rephasing tim
scale of room temperature liquid CS2. Further, theRyzzzzy

signal, which may highlight population dynamics, also e
tends to long times: analysis beyond INM simulations co
confirm whether this tensor element selectively weights
population dynamics or if molecular reorientatio
interaction-induced correlations are responsible for the
tension along thet4 dimension. Such theoretical informatio
will help us determine how well various slices of our dire
fifth-order signal can separate pure dephasing from pop
n
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tion dynamics, one of the most interesting applications
this experiment.
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